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Mission & Focus

Mission: to develop leadership capacity, especially for women, through research, education, and collaborations that advance inclusion and broaden representation in academic decision-making.

Provides: research support, educational seminars, workshops, and opportunities that enhance both aspiring and experienced leaders’ ability to manage today’s complex institutions

Recognize that women’s experiences are diverse

Programs, Professional Development Workshops
Initiated Research
In 2017-18

Conference for Pre-tenure Women > 200 attendees
Keynotes, panel sessions

Series: Conversations about Inclusion

Women’s Exchange Network-Uncensored (WEN-U)

Workshops:
Salary Negotiation; Mid-level leadership

Awards: Violet Haas, LIAA, DWS, fellowship

Faculty Workloads and Rewards Panel
How to address gendered loads of service – two speakers
In 2018-19

Conference for Pre-tenure Women – past week (>200).
   Keynotes: President Emerita Teresa Sullivan & Dean Mia Tuan
   Panel Sessions; Workshop – research productivity and writing

Two Series
   Did You Know? Information About Resources on Campus
   Butler Center Roundtables

Women’s Exchange Network-Uncensored (WEN-U)

Awards: Violet Haas, LIAA, DWS, fellowship

Plan for Conference for Associates in Spring 2019
Research

Working paper series
   Started in Spring 2018; Inaugural issue with invited pieces LINK;
   Call for submissions for fall 2018 issue to be in Purdue Today soon

Climate Measures developed (faculty); research paper at conference; now
special issue Frontiers in Education on methodological implications for
studying climate in universities for various constituencies

Initiating:
   Recognition – status
   Impact of faculty search workshops
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Thanks!

Questions? Ideas?